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Abstract

This paper presents the Agent pattern, a design pattern useful to develop dynamic and
distributed applications. The Agent pattern provides a clean and easy way to develop
agent-based applications, mainly in open and large-scale distributed environments such
as the Internet and application areas such as Electronic Commerce. The Agent pattern
encapsulates a business specific class (a specialization of the Agent class), with some
user identification and a specific security policy, providing distribution, security and
persistence transparency. Furthermore, this paper presents a detailed application of this
pattern in the AgentSpace framework, as well as a brief application to the Telescript and
Aglets Workbench.

1 Intent
To define autonomous active objects to easily build dynamic and distributed applications.
These active objects are called agents because they are autonomous and execute specific
tasks on behalf of their users.

2 Scope and Motivation
Maybe one of the most understandable agent definition is due to Wooldridge and
Jennings [WJ95], which discussed agents following two basic notions: a weak and a
strong one. The strong notion involves Artificial Intelligent techniques and models to
characterize agents using mentalistics notions, such as knowledge, beliefs, intentions and
obligations, or even with emotional attributes. Based in that tentative agent definition,
the discussed agent pattern in this paper focuses on this weak notion where
autonomy, sociability, reactivity and even mobility are the most important
characteristics. Additionally, it is important to state that the focus of the proposed agent
pattern is more infrastructure-oriented than application-oriented. This means that the
focus is based on low-level issues such as synchronization, thread management,
communication, security handling or persistence. On the other hand, the focus of
application-oriented approaches, such as those found in the AI field, are mostly on
knowledge representation, cooperation/collaboration definition models, and agent
communication in a heterogeneous and high level scale, etc.
Other aspect that should be clarified is the relationship between agent support systems
(ASSs), and object request brokers (ORB), such as CORBA implementations, RMI,
DCOM. Both systems present some similarities because both of them intend to support
distributed applications. However, ASSs provide a framework to develop applications
based mainly on the agent paradigm, whereas ORBs on the object-oriented paradigm.
Nevertheless, an agent is at some scale an active object. So, in our opinion, the main
difference between both types of systems is better discussed following two basic vectors:
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flexibility and specificity. ASSs are designed and implemented to support specifically a
restricted number of application-families. On the other hand, ORBs are more flexible,
application-family independent and consequently they present low-level support. We
expect that the development of the next generation ASSs would be developed on top of
some kind of ORB, although the contrary would not be true.
For motivation let us consider an electronic commerce application in a vast and open
environment such as the Internet and with three basic entities: the buyer, the salesman
and the broker. In an agent-based approach, users interact with their own agents and
delegate their specific tasks. Agents interact between themselves in order to perform
these respective tasks. Figure 1 shows a scheme with the interaction between agents and
between agents and their users.
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Figure 1: Global view of an agent-based application.
For example, for a user to buy a book he should only interact with his/her agent in order
to give it some specific information. For instance: the book related information (e.g.,
title, author names, etc.); the maximum supported price; the initial and minimum price to
start eventual negotiation; the address of some public booksellers’ broker. All the
subsequent actions – such as: accessing and interacting with the broker; obtaining the
addresses of the relevant bookseller agents; accessing and eventually negotiating with
some bookseller agent; deciding whether to buy or not; buying the book; etc. – are
executed indirectly by the respective agent. Eventually, users will monitor the current
execution state of their agents. Figure 2 shows a UML [Rat97] scenario diagram
corresponding to the described operation.
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bs =queryBooksellers()
askCondition()
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buyBook()
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Figure 2: Buying operation in an agent-based application – scenario diagram.
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As suggested in this example, agents may be viewed as a new interface paradigm to help
the end-user in accessing this new class of Internet applications, including electronic
commerce applications. In this world, the end-users change the way they interact with the
computer, from direct manipulation (e.g., word processors, Web browsers, and so on) to
indirect management (e.g., Web information search). Using agents, users can delegate a
set of tasks to be done by agents instead of themselves. This new paradigm is especially
attractive to help the users in complex, tedious or repetitive tasks and in open, dynamic,
vast and unstructured information sources such as those found in the Internet.
We define an agent-based application as a dynamic, potentially large-scale distributed
application in an open and heterogeneous context such as the Internet. The basic
conceptual unit for designing and building agent-based applications is the agent as
defined above.
The notion of agent-based application is quite novel. An agent-based application is not a
typical application that is owned and managed by some person or some organization.
Instead, an agent-based application is best understood as a web of agents, each owned
and managed by a number of entities with different (and possibly conflicting) goals and
attitudes, hosted in different computing platforms, such as workstations and mobile
phones.
Agent-based applications have a number of characteristics and requirements that have
been dealt with independently in the past. It is their interaction that poses problems.
Agent-based applications should be autonomous, heterogeneous, open, dynamic, robust
and secure. All these characteristics make these applications potentially very difficult to
implement and use. However, we believe that agent support systems will help developers
to build and to manage them.

3 Applicability
Use the Agent pattern when someone wants:
§ To define autonomous active-objects supported by some framework.
§ Clients to be able to ignore low-level details, such as distribution or security aspects,
for instance to obtain references to agents or to interact with agents transparently.
§ To develop and to manage dynamic, distributed, and agent-based applications in an
easy way.

4 Structure and Participants
Figure 3 shows the Agent pattern represented by a generic UML [Rat97] collaboration
diagram its main participants and involved collaborations.
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Figure 3: Generic structure of the Agent pattern – collaboration diagram.
Figure 4 shows the generic static structure corresponding to the previous depicted
collaboration diagram.
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Figure 4: Generic structure of the Agent pattern – class diagram.
The main participants in the pattern are:
§ Client
− Manipulates agents through the AgentView reference.
− Clients can be other agents or other objects (for instance Java applets).
§ AgentView
− The AgentView is an adaptation of the Proxy [GHJV95] and Remote Proxy
[BM+96] patterns. This pattern is very suitable to support transparent and secure
access to these different types of objects.
− The aim of AgentView is to provide transparent access to agents. This access is
done indirectly through proxies in order to protect them, and to hide transparently
their current localization (this is important due to the mobility characteristic).
− Additionally, AgentView avoids the need to create and manage remote/virtual
classes (e.g., stubs and skeletons in RMI and CORBA implementations). Usual
examples of operations provided/protected through agent proxies are:
sendMessage, getCurrentPlace, start, moveTo, getClassName, etc.
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§

User
− The user is identified by a unique identity, which may contains for instance: his/her
name; a public key; a set of certificates; the organization and country he/she
belongs to; and his/her e-mail.. Moreover, the user can have different identifiers
depending on the context he/she belongs to. This specific identity, managed in
every Agent Server’s context, is represented by the User class, which may
contains, in addition to all fields mentioned above, the authentication attributes
(e.g., login and password).
− The agent’s owner has necessarily an associated user identity, represented always
by an User instance.
− Different users can access the same agent however, only through the corresponding
AgentView instance (see Figure 6). Depending on the agent’s security manager,
each access is allowed or not (see Figure 7).
§ Agent
− The Agent abstract class is the visible and extensible part of the Agent pattern.
− Basically, programmers should derive the Agent abstract class in order to build
their own concrete classes. The agent class has three main groups of methods as
depicted in Figure 5: (1) public final; (2) callbacks; and (3) helper methods.
Agent Component

Client

AgentView

final
methods

ConcreteAgent
helper
methods

final
methods

Agent
final
methods

callbacks
callbacks

Figure 5: Agent’s main groups of methods.
− Final methods are pre-defined operations provided by all agent classes that
cannot be changed by the programmer. Examples of these final methods are:
moveTo, save, die, backHome, clone, getId, sendMessage, etc.
− On the other hand, callbacks are methods customized by specific agent classes,
and are usually invoked transparently as the result of some event. Events are
trigged by some action started by the agent itself or by other related entity, such
as an other agent, an end-user (via same applet), a time service, etc. The
callback mechanism provides the desired extensibility of the Agent pattern.
Usual examples of callbacks are: run, onCreation, beforeDie,
handleMessage, etc.
− Finally, agent classes also have helper methods, generally with private or
protected access modifiers, in order to support specific functions of that
class/object. These methods are used internally by callback methods. Examples
of helper methods are for instance (see Figure 2): atBookseller,
decideWhereToBuy, etc.
− The Agent instance provides transparently several services, such as: persistence,
communication, mobility, naming and access control. Additionally, the Agent
instance may keep related information, such as: the current and native place
identities, security policy object, a reference to the concrete agent itself, its own
identity, its owner identity, a reference to the involved security manager, and the
group of threads involved.
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§

ConcreteAgent
− Concrete agent classes are Agent subclasses.
− Basically they define helper methods and specialized callbacks, that, as a whole,
implement the agent’s specific functionality.
§ SecurityManager
− This class specifies the agent access security policy.
− The agent’s SecurityManager instance controls all the operations made
available on the agent component through each AgentView instance.
§ ExecutionPlace
− This class specifies the agent’s computational environment, which corresponds to
the place where it was created as well as where it is currently resident.
− This class offers specific functions provided by the involved agent support system.
− The notion of execution places is a crucial component supported by mobile agent
frameworks due to the need of handling conveniently agent's mobility operations.
Figure 6 shows an example of a UML object diagram of the Agent pattern at run-time.
There are just one agent component (corresponding to the ca object) and two client
components (i.e., c1 and c2 objects) interacting with it. The figure shows that all the
involved agent and client objects are associated with different users, respectively owner,
u1 and u2. Additionally, the locality of each component is not relevant, because this
aspect is handled transparently by the AgentView class, and of course by the involved
ASS.
c1 : Client

av1 : AgentView

u1 : Agent
Client 1 Component

owner : User
sm : SecurityManager

ca : ConcreteAgent

place : ExecutionPlace
Agent Component

c2 : Client

av2 : AgentView

u2 : User
Client 2 Component

Figure 6: Application example of using the Agent pattern – object diagram.

5 Collaborations
Clients call standard agent operations through an AgentView instance. Depending on
the agent’s security policy and on the involved user, the operation is executed, or not, on
the involved agent instance.
Final methods are basically executed by the Agent instance. On the other hand,
callbacks, resulting from the execution of final methods (e.g., moveTo, die,
sendMessage), are executed by the concrete agent instance. Lastly, some helper
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methods may be invoked by the execution of some callbacks, and this process might be
repeated several times.
Figure 7 shows a UML collaboration scenario between an abstract client (i.e., the c1
object), located in some place, and an abstract agent (i.e., the agent instance) located in
another place.
doOperation()
getSecurityManager()
checkAccess()
doOperation()
{if had access}
invokeCallback()

invokeFinalMethod()

av1 :
AgentView

c1 :
Client

agent :
Agent

Place A

invokeHelperMethod()

cagent :
sm :
ConcreteAgent
SecurityManager
Place B

Figure 7: Generic interaction of the Agent pattern – scenario diagram.

6 Consequences
The Agent pattern introduces several benefits in designing and building agent-based
applications, mainly in open, dynamic and distributed contexts such as the Internet.
However, at the same time, its adoption raises some challenges and difficulties.
Benefits:
§ Suitable to the indirect computational (i.e., delegation) paradigm.
§ Easy development of dynamic and distributed applications
− Programmers don’t have to manipulate remote accesses to objects/classes (such as
the stubs and skeletons in Sun’s RMI or the virtual objects in ObjectSpace’s
Voyager). They just need to know, or to query dynamically, (1) the agent identity;
and (2) the agent’s class interface (i.e., its set of messages/public methods).
§ Simple integration with definition and management of users
− The user management is handled implicitly by the system: (1) each agent/place has
necessarily, and at least, one identified owner; and (2) other users can access and
interact with a given agent, directly (e.g., via a specific applet) or indirectly (e.g.,
via other agent).
§ Flexible definition of agent’s security policy
− The agent’s security policy (as well as the agent’s owner definition) is not statically
coupled to the agent class definition. This association is just performed
dynamically at agent creation time. This fact implies that instances of the same
agent class can have different security policies (as well as different owners).
Problems/Challenges:
§ The inexperience of users with the indirect human-machine interaction (delegation)
paradigm.
§ Security and privacy, namely in open and distributed contexts.
§ Requires applications with novel business models.
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§
§

Requires the existence of some agent support system or framework.
Requires the existence of generic clients to monitor and to manage the current
execution and state of agents.

7 Implementation
7.1 Architectural Issues
The use of the Agent pattern requires an agent support system, which involves several
architectural issues, such as:
§ Identifiers : How to identify the related resources, such as the agent support system,
places and even agents.
§ Agent programming languages: In what languages should programmers develop
agent classes.
§ Agent communication languages: In what languages should agents communicate:
open and independent/standard languages, such as KQML, IDL, XML, EDI; or in
application-based structures and specifications.
§ Security and access control: Namely in open and distributed environments, and with
mobile agents, this issue becomes very important.
§ Low-level distribution support mechanism: What low-level mechanism should be
provided so those agents can communicate with each other and move themselves
from place to place.
§ Persistence: In order to provide persistence to agents, because they must recover
from failures and they must survive down periods of agent server where they may be
currently hosted.
§ Mobility: Agents can navigate through a (static or dynamic) set of places in order to
communicate locally with other agents/objects or to meet at some defined public
place. There are several technical issues raised due to mobility, such as: state
maintenance; security; data and code closure; etc.
§ Mobility and communication: How to handle communication between mobile
agents, i.e., how can an agent communicate with another one, if it doesn’t know the
current place of its partner.
These different issues would be better discussed and explained through a pattern
language, which will be a subject to a future paper.
In the following sections we will show the mapping of the Agent pattern to three mobile
agent frameworks: AgentSpace, Aglets Workbench, and Telescript.

7.3 The Agent Pattern in AgentSpace
Figure 8 shows the specific structure of the Agent pattern related to the AgentSpace
framework [SMD97, SMD98]. Due to the fact that AgentSpace has been developed on
top of the Voyager infrastructure, the persistence and distributed details of the Agent
pattern are transparently supported by an internal class (i.e., not visible from the
programmer's perspective) which is called InternalAgent. (It is out of the scope of
this paper to describe the design of the internal structure of this and related classes.)
It is important to note how suitable, to support dynamic and distributed applications, the
process of creating agents (as well as places) can be. Firstly, there is no use or explicit
reference to network-enable classes. Secondly, all agents are created through a factory
method (i.e., the createAgent method) in a transparent, clean and easy way.
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Thirdly, AgentSpace provides a very extensible and elegant way to handle security
policies/strategies related to the access and interactions between agents and end-users,
and between agents themselves. Basically, one security policy/strategy (i.e., a security
manager class) is attached to the agent object at its creation. In AgentSpace the
SecurityManager is an abstract class from which other classes should be derived.
By default, every agent is attatched to the DefaultAgentSM class. However, other
classes – other agent’s security policies – can be defined and used by the system through
the class loading and reflection mechanisms of Java.
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Place
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Figure 8: Specific structure of the AgentSpace’s Agent pattern – collaboration diagram.
Another novel aspect of AgentSpace is the well-integrated association between users and
agents/places. This mechanism, intrinsic by default in AgentSpace, provides an easy and
clean way to develop and manage this class of applications.

7.4 The Agent Pattern in Aglets WorkBench
Figure 9 shows the structure of the Agent pattern adapted to the Aglets Workbench
[IBM97 LO98]. There are some minor differences from the proposed pattern related to
some name particularities. (e.g., Aglet instead of Agent, or AgletProxy instead of
AgentView). In Aglets, an agent is executed in some computational environment,
which is addressed through a Context reference.
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Figure 9: Specific structure of the Aglets’ Agent pattern – collaboration diagram.
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Finally, it is important to note the inexistence of the User and SecurityManager
references from the Aglets' agent. Maybe in the future IBM will introduce, in a
integrated way, this kind of information.

7.5 The Agent Pattern in Telescript
Figure 10 shows the structure of the Agent pattern adapted to the Telescript system
[Whi94, Whi96]. There are some semantic differences from the proposed pattern, but
nevertheless the similarities are evident. One important difference concerns the way
agents are accessed and managed in Telescript: client objects usually access agents
directly (when they meet themselves in the same place) or through connections defined at
run-time (e.g., based on socket instances). An other basic difference between Telescript
and AgentSpace concerns the notion of place. In Telescript a place is an active object
with a well-defined behavior and interface (like a stationary agent). On the other hand, in
AgentSpace a place is just a static object providing some capabilities and an interface to
the computational environment (i.e., the AgentSpace’s context).
Not well mapped relatively to
the Agent pattern
view

Connection

Client

Telename

owner
view

Agent

agent

security

Agent

Permit

concreteAgent

place

Place
ConcreteAgent

Figure 10: Specific structure of the Telescript’ Agent pattern – collaboration diagram.

8 Sample Code
We present the sample code based on Java classes from the AgentSpace framework. We
just present some of the visible classes involved in the Agent pattern, namely the Agent,
AgentView and ConcreteAgent types.
The Agent is, as mentioned above, an abstract class.
public abstract class Agent Cloneable, Serializable
{
transient private InternalAgent iagent= null;
protected Agent() {}
/**
* public final methods
*/
public final InternalUser getOwner() { return this.iagent.getOwner();}
public final Object clone() throws CloneNotSupportedException {
return this.iagent.clone();.
}
public final void moveTo(PlaceId p, Ticket t, String cb) throws AgentSpaceException {
this.iagent.moveTo(pid, t, callback);
}
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public final void moveTo(PlaceId pid, Ticket t) throws AgentSpaceException {
this.iagent.moveTo(pid, t);
}
...
/**
* callback methods
*/
public void onCreation(Object init) { }
public void run() {}
public void beforeMove() throws AgentAbortException {}
...
}

The AgentView is just an interface which is implemented by the AgentViewImpl
class (which is not visible from the programmer perspective).
public
{
public
public
public
public
public
public
...
}

interface AgentView
String getClassName() throws AgentSpaceException;
Class getAgentClass() throws AgentSpaceException;
InternalUser getOwner() throws AgentSpaceException;
Object clone() throws /*AgentAbortException,*/ CloneNotSupportedException;
void moveTo(PlaceId pid, Ticket t) throws AgentSpaceException;
void moveTo(PlaceId pid, Ticket t, String callback) throws AgentSpaceException ;

The ConcreteAgent is just a subclass of the Agent class. Let us consider in this
example two agent classes interacting through the master-slave model. For the sake of
readability, we have purposely removed the exception handling code. This example
shows the clean and easy process to create agents, and how they interact through
AgentView objects.
The MasterAgent instance creates dynamically another agent, which is an instance of
the SlaveAgent class. The operation createAgent creates a new agent (instance)
with the default security policy, and with the same user as its creator. The AgentSpace
handles all these associations implicitly and transparently.
The MasterAgent code:
public class MasterAgent extends Agent
{
public void run() {
PlaceView place= getCurrentPlace();
// create slave agent
AgentView av= place.createAgent(this.getOwner(), "SlaveAgent");
av.start();
// sleep for a while
try{ Thread.sleep(4000); } catch (InterruptedException e) {}
// sleep for a while
av.sendMessage(new Message(getId().toString(), "doSomething"));
}
public void handleMessage(Message m) {
if ("dienow".equalsIgnoreCase(m.getKey())) {
System.out.println("MasterAgent: i'll keep alive :-)");
}
else
System.out.println("MasterAgent: ecco " + m.getKey());
}
...
}
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The SlaveAgent code:
public class SlaveAgent extends Agent
{
public void run() {
System.out.println("SlaveAgent: i'm alive");
}
public void handleMessage(Message m) {
if ("doSomething ".equalsIgnoreCase(m.getKey())) {
System.out.println("SlaveAgent: receive ‘doSomething’ msg");
ContextView cv= getCurrentContext();
AgentView av= cv.getAgentOf(m.getSender());
av.sendMessage(new Message(getId().toString(), "reply-doSomething"));
}
else
System.out.println("SlaveAgent: ecco " + m.getKey());
}
...
}

9 Known Uses
The pattern described in this paper is as seen above used in AgentSpace, Aglets and
Telescript frameworks. We expect that it will be probably used, eventually with minor
differences, in the emerging mobile agent systems, mainly those based on the Java virtual
machine.
Aglets Workbench, for instance, has a simplified implementation of this pattern. It
doesn’t provide the dynamic and flexible association between agent classes, users and
agents’ security managers provided by AgentSpace. Nevertheless, it provides the
AgentView functionalities, namely through the AgletProxy instance.
On the other hand, Telescript's connections and permits have not the same behavior and
semantic than the equivalent AgentView and SecurityManager proposed in the
Agent pattern.

10 Related Patterns and Frameworks
The Agent pattern uses some adapted versions of well-known design patterns. Namely:
§ The AgentView class presents some similarities with the Proxy [GHJV95] and
Remote Proxy [BM+96] patterns.
§ The SecurityManager class and its subclass hierarchy (as was developed in
AgentSpace) is inspired in the Strategy [GHJV95] pattern.
§ The ConcreteAgent dynamic creation is based on the Factory Method [GHJV95]
pattern.
§ The Agent class itself may be viewed as an adaptation of the Active Object pattern
[LS95].
The right design/application of these different patterns is very important to support the
dynamicity of the agent-based applications as referred to above.
Kendall et al. developed one interesting and preliminary work in agent patterns [KM96,
Ken+97]. They discussed and proposed a set of well-known patterns (such as Active
Object, Mediator, Proxy, Adapter, Negotiator, and so on) used to support basically the
“strong agent” vision [WJ95], i.e., the agent viewed by the artificial intelligent
community [DM90, Rie94].
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Recently, Aridor and Lange [AL98] presented some agent design patterns, however with
a complementary perspective related to the agent pattern described in this paper.
Namely, they presented the following patterns from the agent application design point of
view: traveling (Itinerary, Forwarding, and Ticket), task (Master-Slave, and Plan) and
interaction patterns (Meeting, Locker, Messenger, Facilitator, and Organized Group).
Figure 11 shows the relationships between the different classes of frameworks involved
with the support and development of dynamic and distributed agent-based applications.
Basically we identify three interrelated classes of frameworks each one using/importing
features provided by the previous one.
ORB frameworks should exist at the bottom level. They provide very powerful but
generic features based on the object-oriented approach, such as persistence, name service,
communication, location transparency, mobility, etc. Examples of this class of
frameworks are Iona’s OrbixWeb [Ion98], Inprise’s VisiBroker [Inp98], Sun’s RMI
[Sun97], and ObjectSpace’s Voyager [Obj97].
Easy to
develop
agent-based
applications

Strong agent
approach

«AI agent-based framework>»

<<imports>>

Weak agent
approach

<<imports>>

OO approach

«Agent-based (ASS) framework»

«ORB framework»

genericity

Figure 11: Interrelated frameworks to support agent-based applications.
At the middle level and based on the services provided by ORBs, agent-based
frameworks can be defined. These frameworks are less general than the equivalent
ORBs, and should provide a well-integrated set of components in order to facilitate the
development of agent-based applications (basically following the “weak agent” vision
[WJ95]). The main issues handled by these frameworks are those referred to in Section
7.1. Examples of this class of frameworks are those mentioned in the Section 7 of this
paper (i.e., AgentSpace, Aglets and Telescript) and others such as AgentTcl [Gra95],
Odyssey [GM97], ffMain [LDD95], Grasshopper [IKV98].
Lastly, on top of the previous frameworks there should exist (what we call by) “agentbased applicational” frameworks. These kinds of framework should provide yet more
specific application components such as more agent specializations. One possible
approach to these frameworks may be artificial intelligent frameworks – based on
knowledge representation, high-level communication protocols/languages, agent-based
models (e.g., the BDI model [RG95]), etc. RMIT [Ken+97] and Plangent [Ohs+97] are
examples of these last kind of (applicational) frameworks.
The agent pattern proposed in this paper is mainly focused on architectural aspects
related to agent-based frameworks (the middle level) referred above. It is our conviction
that on the top of this low-level and application independent agent pattern, more work
should be developed, in particular several patterns described in Kendall work [Ken+97]
such as the Adapter, Negotiator, Mediator and Reasoner patterns.
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